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As a Ford model, the Flex sets itself apart from the pack by being completely different from
other crossover vehicles, thanks in part to its slab-sided styling. Influences come from all over
the globe, and keen observers will note the cues taken from American station wagons, the chic
MINI Cooper, and the acclaimed Land Rover Range Roverâ€”from its ribbed sides to its wide
nose to its white- or silver-painted roof. There is substance inside as well, where the Flex sports
a low instrument panel with blue-lit gauges, a red-lit pair of cup holders in the center console,
and a choice of fabric seats with tweedy trim or leather in the range-topping variant. In basic
trim, the Ford Flex relies on a 3. The engine is coupled to a six-speed automatic transmission.
Front-wheel drive is the norm, while the Flex also offers all-wheel drive as an option. The Ford
Flex offers seating for up to seven in a very roomy cabin. Although the headrests are a little
intrusive, the front two seats have the comfort of Volvo chairs. The third-row seat has enough
legroom for adults, but taller passengers will be left wanting for headroom. The Flex's
comprehensive set of safety features includes six airbags, anti-lock brakes, and stability control
with anti-rollover technology. The features offered as standard equipment and as options on the
Ford Flex are impressive, with the choice to spec the car up or keep it basic. New for will be an
optional dual-headrest DVD entertainment system. The only place you will find some hereditary
resemblances is if you stumble upon the much smaller MINI Cooper or the much higher-priced
Range Roverâ€”both style icons in their own right. The best interior package has black leather
seats with white stitching, a neat touch that adds some class. The Ford Flex offers a choice of
two powertrains, a base-level naturally aspirated 3. In other applications, TheCarConnection.
Meanwhile, the Ford Flex is also available with a horsepower twin-turbo V-6 that offers startling
performance. The Ford Flex comes with a single gearbox, a six-speed automatic transmission
that was co-developed with General Motors. For , the six-speed was strengthened to take on the
extra twisting power from the new EcoBoost engine. The Ford Flex has crisp styling and a
strong powertrain, but its killer application is its ability to haul seven passengers in comfort. All
in all, we were pleasantly surprised and look forward to spending some time with it on our own
terms. The materials, and the way they work together, are a step up for Fordâ€”the door panels
have faux-wood trim, metallic bands, leather, and plastic all next to each other, and they come
off as high-quality pieces, rather than cheesy attempts at making the Flex seem more high-end.
For example, the top speed can be limited to 80 mph, and the volume of the stereo can be
limited. Traction control can't be deactivated, and there are audible warnings at certain
increments for the driver if the MyKey system is being used. The Ford Flex impresses in the
passenger cabin, thanks to its glorious amount of electronic and common-sense features. The
Flex sets itself miles apart from the current range of crossovers due to all the options and
standard equipment available. Just in terms of electronics, Ford offers its SYNC system, which
uses voice activation to command MP3 players, cell phones, and an optional navigation system.
There is also a Sirius Satellite Radio with optional Travel Link services that provide traffic,
weather, and other information on the go; an optional Sony audio system with watts of power
and surround sound; and a rearview camera for safety and visibility. Driven by a compressor, it
will cool seven ounce cans or two ounce bottles to forty-one degrees. Ford's capless fuel filler
system will find its way down to the Flex, too, and ambient lighting will continue its sweep
through the Ford family. All three versions of the Ford Flex offer ample standard features.
Buyers can also choose from a myriad of color combinations to customize the Flex, including
the contrasting roof option. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By Category
Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. Escape Expedition Explorer
F Super Duty F Focus Focus Electric Freestar Freestyle. GT Taurus. Used By Year. Reviews
Specs Photos Inventory. Dislikes Third-row seat can be tight for taller people Headrests need to
be more comfortable. Watch those options and stick with one of the lower trims if you want to
mind the bottom line. The Ford Flex is one of the most stylish new crossovers on the market,
with great passenger room and enough features to make everyone happy. The experts at
TheCarConnection. Review continues below. Used Ford Flex for sale near change location.
Continue Reading. The Car Connection Consumer Review. Rate and Review your car for The
Car Connection! Tell us your own ratings for a vehicle you own. Rate your car on Performance,
Safety, Features and more. December 27, Overall Rating. Was this review helpful to you? Rating
breakdown on a scale of 1 to 10? Compare the Ford Flex against the competition. Used Ford
Flex cars. Used Chevrolet Traverse cars. Used Honda Pilot cars. All Rights Reserved. Stock
photography by izmo, Inc. Read our Cookie Policy. Launched in , the Flex is Ford's large
crossover offering. Easily distinguishable from any other people movers thanks to its unique
boxy exterior, the Flex comes well equipped even in base-model flavor and can be optioned out
to bona fide luxury-car levels. The Flex's boxy styling is not for everyone, however, and may be
contributing to the models' relatively-slow sales, though the somewhat hefty price tag does not
help matters. The Flex is a bit lacking dynamically as well, and can be difficult to park,

especially if not equipped with a back-up camera. However, the Flex makes up for those
shortcomings partially with its smooth and comfortable ride, which make it great for long
distance trips and partially with its high-quality, well-appointed and well-equipped interior -especially in higher trim levels. The flat roof means plenty of room for all three rows of
passengers, not to mention ample cargo room. As a bonus, the Flex can even tow up to 4,
pounds, which is plenty for hauling most weekend toys. Bodystyles: SUVEngines: 3.
Additionally, the Flex receives the Active Park Assist self-parallel-parking system as an option
on range-topping Limited models. Flex SEL and Limited models get white roofs and body-color
mirrors. Wheel options go from 17 inches on SE models to as big as 20 inches on the
range-topping Limited. EcoBoost models get separate dual exhausts. Depending on
configuration, the Flex can sit either six or seven, though taller adults will find the third row to
be cramped. Cargo capacity ranges from The Flex is not the most agile vehicle, but when fitted
with the 3. Even the base engine, a naturally-aspirated version of Ford's 3. The Flex received
5-star crash safety ratings from the NHTSA from all four positions thanks partly to its
compliment of six standard airbags. Stability control and four-wheel ABS are standard as well.
Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price
depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an
approximation. See All Specs. Ford Flex Expert Review motortrendauthor. Steep pricetag Hefty
curb weight Boxy styling not for everyone. Chevrolet Traverse Mazda CX All Model Years New
Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Trim Select Trim. Drivetrain All Wheel Drive.
Engine Order Code 99T. Fuel System Direct Injection. Maximum Horsepower RPM Maximum
Torque RPM Cooling System Capacity quarts NA. Transmission Order Code 44G. Transmission
Description Automatic. Number of Transmission Speeds 6. First Gear Ratio :1 4. Second Gear
Ratio :1 2. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 1. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 1. Sixth Gear Ratio :1
0. Reverse Ratio :1 2. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3. Clutch Size NA. Fuel Economy and Range. Fuel
Tank. Exterior Dimensions. Wheelbase inches Length inches Width, without mirrors inches
Height inches Front Track Width inches Rear Track Width inches Minimum Ground Clearance
inches NA. Liftover Height inches NA. Interior Dimensions. Total Passenger Volume cubic feet
Front Head Room inches Front Leg Room inches Front Shoulder Room inches Front Hip Room
inches Second Row Head Room inches Second Row Leg Room inches Second Row Shoulder
Room inches Second Row Hip Room inches Third Row Head Room inches Third Row Leg Room
inches Third Row Shoulder Room inches Third Row Hip Room inches Cargo Area Dimensions.
Cargo Bed Height inches NA. Steering Ratio :1 Turns, lock to lock NA. Front Suspension Type
MacPherson strut. Rear Suspension Type Multi-link. Front Anti-Roll Bar Diameter inches 1. Rear
Anti-Roll Bar Diameter inches 0. Brake Type Pwr. Anti-Lock-Braking System 4-Wheel. Front
Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches NA. Rear Brake Rotors, diameter x thickness inches
NA. Rear Drums, diameter x width inches NA. Wheels and Tires. Front Wheel Material
Aluminum. Rear Wheel Material Aluminum. Spare Wheel Size inches Compact. Spare Wheel
Material NA. Spare Tire Size NA. Maximum Towing Capacity pounds NA. Maximum Trailer
Weight, dead weight hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, dead weight hitch pounds
Maximum Trailer Weight, weight distributing hitch pounds Maximum Tongue Weight, weight
distributing hitch pounds Weight Information. Base Curb Weight pounds Total Option Weight
pounds 0. Maximum Payload Capacity pounds NA. Curb Weight NA. Maximum Alternator
Capacity amps NA. Heated chrome pwr mirrors -inc: security approach lamps, memory. Limited
coverage in AK. Crash Test Results. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. The Ford Flex is
a thoughtfully designed and cool-looking alternative to minivans and seven-passenger
crossover SUVs. We think most families would be well served by its diverse abilities. Remember
those Kix cereal commercials? You know, "Kid Tested, Mother Approved! This seven-passenger
crossover wagon provides the sort of space, comfort, safety and general practicality that moms
and dads everywhere are looking for, yet the Flex also has kid appeal, with its funky box styling
drawing thumbs-up from year-old boys who wouldn't look twice at another big crossover or
minivan. When it comes to shopping for your next family conveyance, the Ford's all-family
appeal isn't to be ignored. Now in its second year of production, the Ford Flex builds upon its
solid freshman campaign with the introduction of an intriguing optional engine on SEL and
Limited trims. Available only with all-wheel drive and dubbed "EcoBoost," this horsepower V6 is
direct-injected and twin-turbocharged, yielding 93 more hp than the Flex's otherwise perfectly
adequate base V6 while essentially matching its fuel economy. Also notable is the EcoBoost's
standard manual override shift paddles, which would be a handy option to have with the base
engine in light of its transmission's reluctance to downshift. The new turbo V6 is certainly a
welcome addition to the Flex's already impressive qualities. We've even had a Flex in our
long-term fleet for testing. It has been a particular favorite for road trips, crossing this great
nation twice and cruising confidently from Los Angeles to Oregon in the dead of winter. Its

ample creature comforts, high-tech entertainment features, generous space and pleasant
driving demeanor give it undeniable long-distance poise. It is equally at home around town,
whether ferrying children to school or picking up giant boxes from Ikea. Rarely have we found
ourselves yearning for a bigger vehicle. Overall, the Ford Flex is a vehicle with few faults. Even
if you're not wild about its hip-to-be-square styling, there's no denying its extensive capabilities
as a practical family vehicle. However, there are still alternatives. The Honda, in particular, is
more appealing from a practical standpoint. But if the kids or their parents turn up their noses,
the appealing Ford Flex is just the thing. The Ford Flex is a seven-passenger crossover wagon;
optional captain's chairs reduce seating capacity to six. The SEL adds inch wheels, dual-zone
automatic climate control, heated front seats, driver power lumbar adjustment, a six-way power
passenger seat, wood interior trim, the Sync electronics interface system optional on SE,
includes Bluetooth and iPod control , an in-dash six-CD changer and satellite radio. The last
three items are optional on the SE. Options on the SEL include leather upholstery third-row
vinyl and a speaker Sony stereo. The SEL Convenience Package adds a power tailgate, heated
mirrors, driver memory functions, adjustable pedals and a volt inverter jack. Options on all
Flexes include second-row reclining captain's chairs and contrasting roof colors. The SEL and
Limited can be equipped with the turbocharged V6, the Vista Moonroof consisting of a power
front sunroof and three fixed units over the two back rows , front parking sensors and a DVD
entertainment system. The Limited can be had with inch wheels and a refrigerated second-row
center console. The Ford Flex comes standard with a 3. A six-speed automatic transmission and
front-wheel drive are standard with this engine and all-wheel drive is optional. In our
performance testing, our best run from zero to 60 mph in an all-wheel-drive Flex required a
class-average 8. Optional on the SEL and Limited is the turbocharged 3. It produces hp and lb-ft
of torque. All-wheel drive and a six-speed automatic with manual shift control are standard.
Ford estimates fuel economy to be 22 mpg highway and 18 mpg combined. The Ford Flex
comes standard with antilock disc brakes, stability and traction control, front side airbags, side
curtain airbags and rear parking sensors. A rearview camera is optional. In brake testing, a Flex
Limited with the standard 3. In government crash testing, the Flex achieved a perfect five stars
in all front and side categories. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety awarded it the best
possible rating of "Good" in its frontal-offset and side-impact tests. The Ford Flex is rather
unremarkable to drive, but it's not offensive either. The ride is always comfortable -- even with
the bigger wheels. The base V6 is adequate for a vehicle this size, motivating the Flex with
enough gusto to keep up with competing crossovers. The six-speed automatic can be
frustrating, though, often refusing to downshift unless you put your foot to the floor. The
twin-turbo V6 is a different story, giving the Flex a sport wagon flavor and offering direct control
of the transmission via the standard shift paddles. The Ford Flex's interior quality is top-notch,
with abundant soft-touch materials and an attractive, upscale design. The spacious layout
affords true seven-passenger seating -- even the third row is hospitable for full-size adults. The
optional reclining second-row captain's chairs shrink seating capacity to six, but comfort
increases. With either configuration, the standard power-folding mechanism in the second row
makes getting into the third row a snap. With the rear seats lowered, the Flex can hold 83 cubic
feet of stuff. This is less than minivans and several other large crossovers, but the Flex's
conveniently boxy shape makes the most of it. The available Microsoft Sync system lends the
Flex a high-tech character, offering trick features like advanced voice-recognition software for
iPods as well as cell phones. Other intriguing options such as the Vista Moonroof, Sirius Travel
Link and rear-console refrigerator extend the Flex's appeal. This year's addition of a telescoping
steering wheel corrects one of the Flex's few glaring problems, making the driving position
friendlier for drivers of above-average height. The front headrests were also re-engineered, a
reaction to criticism from drivers who complained they pushed uncomfortably forward.
Available styles include SEL 4dr Wagon 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Ford Flex. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Flex lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise

this car. Transmission is reluctant to downshift, less maximum cargo space than competing
minivans and some crossovers. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Ford Flex gains the company's much-hyped
"EcoBoost" V6, a twin-turbocharged, direct-injected engine that returns impressive fuel
economy given its ample power output. There are also changes to the standard and optional
equipment rosters, with one new notable addition being a telescoping steering wheel. The SEL
now has Sync standard, but leather upholstery is bumped to its options list. Every Limited
model now comes with the navigation system and Sony stereo. Additionally, a power-folding
second-row bench is now standard across the board. Read more. Write a review See all 69
reviews. Already Replaced Left Turbo. I had to wait 3 months to get my Flex built. Steel Blue
with Black Charcoal leather. So far so good. I would never think I would own a Ford. I always
despite the Ford products because of safety issues. I never felt more safe in that box! The front
brakes are kinda weird when humidity is high or wet. I have been using Mobil 1 full synthetic oil
since the 2nd oil change. Fortunately my Ford dealer is nice. Read less. Had our Flex for nearly
two years once we hit 22k miles began having brake failures car has been in dealer 5 times they
have replaced vacuum booster and check valves. When the car has been parked overnight or
for a few hours the brake pedal is very hard the car will not stop. Ford says this is "normal"
operating procedure and we have to warm the car up for five minutes before driving which is
totally unacceptable. Dealer is as frustrated as we are Ford sent out an engineer who said he
could not replicate the problem. We are truly disappointed with Ford. Reliability issues and
more. After purchasing what we thought was the perfect family vehicle for us, we have had
numerous issues with no support from the dealership. After bringing the vehicle 6 times for font
brake issues, we are finally made aware of a"service procedure which is really a recall , but we
are still waiting for the parts to arrive. We are now having transmission issue and are only being
told by the dealer that is a "chip issue", but they are not willing to replace the chip. We also
have issues with the rear folding seat not raising when activated and were told by the dealer to
basically "live with it". Bottom line is that we are sad that Ford is not standing behind the
product sold like other competitors. I owned this car for a year and a half and put over 35, miles
on it. This is probably the most reliable car I've ever had. The only things I spent money on were
the tires, brakes, wipers, and just your wear and tear things. The ride quality is excellent and it's
very comfortable inside. It's very high tech and doesn't keep you bored. It's a very reliable car
and people should really look into it if they are in the market for an alternative to mini vans. Not
to mention it gets great mpg for it's size I got 18CH. It's very durable and feels really good on
the road. I was very happy with this car. However, keep in mind that it's a Ford so it's price will
go down very quickly. It's not worth buying if you plan to sell back in a year or two. We bought
for 26k and it went down to 11k trade in value. See all 69 reviews of the Used Ford Flex. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 3.
Sponsored cars related to the Flex. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been
in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
2007 toyota rav4 manual
honda odyssey starter solenoid
mazda tail lights
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though

odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

